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Vermont is currently engaged in a pioneering experiment where electric utilities are promoting the
cost-effective substitution of alternate fuels for electricity as an element of demand-side programs.
Various program designs have been developed, with a wide range of incentive levels. Projected
participation rates vary from under 10% to over 50%. While some differences are a function of
individual utilities' avoided costs and economic screening assumptions, they also reflect the particular
characteristics of individual utilities' customers and differences of perception as to the extent of market
barriers and the steps necessary to overcome them. Early program experience has already indicated that
certain residential fuel switching programs can achieve cumulative participation rates of over 40 %&

Significant experience is also being gained as to the applicability, costs and impacts of fuel switching in
a wide variety of applications0

Introduction

SWJltcnmjz of residential electric
mdclec~cw~~ ~space

alternate fuels~

Background

On 1990, the Vermont Public Service Board
(PSB) issued an order in Docket No. 5270 which directed
all Vermont utilities to invest in. comprehensive, cost
effective energy efficiency programs. 1 The order directed
utilities to programs to all cost-effective
demand-side resources, fuel switching. The
order followed eleven months of contested hearings
llnunll.1llnor aU the state's electric its

the Department of Public Service (DPS)
and interest inter-

venors including the Conservation Law Foundation of
New England (CLF), the Vermont Natural Resources
Council and the Vermont Public Interest Research Group0

As an alternative to some of the utilities, the
DPS and the intervenors entered into extensive collabora
tive negotiations to design comprehensive energy effi
ciency programs. Efforts with most utilities were quite
successful in designing such programs. the
negotiation with Central Vennont Public Service
Corporation (CVPS), the state's largest broke
down over CVPS's refusal to invest in fuel switching. As
a result, the DPS and intervenors filed a motion with the
PSB to require such investments.

customers' electric heat and hot water to
another fuel as an efficiency measure does not seem a
COltDi)eHllDiZ idea to many those who
see themselves as sellers of electricity. But electric utilities
are obligated to do more than sen
power0 Their mandates include the promo-
tion of the safety and convenience of the public by

service at and reasonable rates.
at nreasonable if rates, it has been

mcreasmRJV ner'cel'vea to be the of utilities
levels of service on a "least cost"

Fuel substitution has been into Vermont
reS1UJel(ltlBt!, commercial and industrial demand-side

programs, both and new construction,
but program to date has been largely limited to
the residential retrofit sector 8 It should also be noted that
there are appropriate situations for conversion to elec-

from alternate fuels, but that they are very limited
and not have been analyzed in Vermont This
paper will focus on Vermont's experience

In that has been found to include
customers to choose the use of substitute

when this is the least-cost choice from a societal
While aU Vermont utilities have

reS,DOltlae~ with the and of
demand-side programs which include fuel the
related and program issues have become an
area of contention. among and
interest groups in Vermont
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In litigation over the motion, CVPS took the position that
fuel switching was not an energy conservation measure
and therefore beyond the PSB's authority to orders Other
utilities joined in the action and argued the PSB has no
authority at aU to order utilities to make any particular
investment.

Ultimately, the PSB rejected the utilities' arguments and
found fuel switching to be a conservation and load man
agement resource which utilities should seek to acquire
when cost-effectives2 The PSB further found it had the
power to direct a monopoly provider of essential services
to employ up-to-date technology and practices necessary to
deliver adequate service to its customers at least cost and
ordered CVPS to analyze the merits of specific fuel
switching measures and to develop a plan to acquire those
energy efficiency resources.

A discussion of how the Vermont utilities have embarked
on that program is the subject of
this papers

Fuel switching has also been actively pursued in subsi
dized housings Much of Vermont's public housing as wen
as housing built under the federal Section 8 and 23 pro
grams was built with electric space heat As one response,
the Vermont Housing Finance Agency, which holds the
mortgage for many of the Section 8 properties and wants
to keep them affordable, began a program in 1987 to
increase energy efficiency in these projectss Energy
investment analyses of 31 electrically-heated projects by
the non-profit Vermont Energy Investment Corporation
(VElC) have almost invariably found fuel switching to be
cost-effectives Through shared savings arrangements with
VEIC and fmancing assistance through the DPS Oil Over
charge Public Housing Program, public housing authori
ties have converted one housing project to a cogeneration
system and another to a woodchip-fueled district heating
systems When the two largest affordable housing develop
ments in the state were purchased from private owners by
tenant-managed non-profit organizations, they were con
verted from to alternate fuels, one of them with
partial funding from its electric utilitys

Fuel switching has -been widely pursued by individual
homeowners as welL Both the DPS Home Energy Loan
p,J~nO'1t"ol!"'lr"a (HELP) and its successor, VEIC's Home Energy
Improvement Loan Program have assisted in
many conversions from electric heat to natural gas
and wood~ Some data are available from VEIC's loan
progralns Under this program, the dominant types of
conversions were to central hydronic systems with gas or
oil-fired high-efficiency boilers and integrated, indirect
domestic water heatinge The average cost of conversion
(including the distribution system) was $6050, and the
average electrical use was approximately
15,200 kWh/yr~3

ermont Experience
itching

Previous
ith Fuel

The Vermont State Office and DPS initiated
several fuel initiatives in the late 1970s,
'<l"l>~1l1"1l"'!lO'M~·H aimed at commercial and institutional
conversions from oil to wood, but also to solar domestic
hot waters in the mid-1980s, Vermont

to see a number of systematic initiatives involving
SWltcJtlln,Q" from to alternative fuels for space

and domestic water in schools, subsidized
and individual homes. These are summarized

below~

creening the ost-effectiveness
of Fuel itching easures

This established both an awareness of the
consumer economics of selective fuel and a base
of technical and economic experience which contributed to
analysis of fuel switching as a utility DSM measure.

The appropriate methodology for the screening of fuel
switching measures was a subject of some dispute among
the DPS, the utilities, and the non-utility partiess General
guidance from the PSB's order in Docket No. 5270 served
as a basis for the approach used in collaborative program
design, which is discussed further belows

The cost-effectiveness rule used is the "societal test",
sometimes called the If total resource test ft e In selecting
among competing measures, the parties agreed that the

In 1985 about 50 of Vermont's 400
27 % of total floor area, were heated with

of these schools had switched
fuels or have conversions in process, more
than half of the affected floor spaces Where
these conversions were made to natural .w·"" ...·_.~·Ir .......

Most others were to but four
switched to wood boilers and one converted to a
325-kW oil-fired system. These conversions
received. some from state education aid, DPS's
Institutional Conservation and oil overcharge

but were funded through local bond votes
and driven public awareness that cost savings would far
exceed the debt services While there has been no formal
evaluation of these projects, they are reported to have
achieved intended and have served as models for
later Dr()l~~tS.



objective is to maximize the net present value of societal
benefits, rather than benefit/cost ratios.

In this context, societal benefits are the utility's avoided
supply costs which result from fuel switching over the
lifetime of the measures. Societal costs include initial
measure installation cost, the cost of periodic component
replacements, annual maintenance, and any other operat
ing costs, including the cost of alternative fuel. The PSB
order included directing utilities to explicitly account for
risk and externalities in developing DSM programs. Most
Vermont utilities used the PSB's suggested values of a
10% risk adjustment reducing the costs of an demand-side
measures and a 5 % environmental externality adder to the
avoided costs. 4

One important lesson learned through the screening
process was the vital importance of screening space and
water heating demand-side measures at different energy
use levels, using the appropriate measure costs and
savings for each level. Such analysis is essential for
accurate estimation of fuel switching resources. For
example, an existing electric water heater with very low
usage would not be cost-effective to treat with any DSM
measures other than tank wrap, pipe insulation and low
flow devicese Above a certain threshold, it may become
cost effective to place the water heater under direct load
controL At a moderate use level, fuel-switching to low
cost fuels (Lee, wood pre-heat or natural gas) can become
the with the greatest net benefits. At higher

more costly conversions (i.e., stand
alone oil) become cost effective. At the highest levels of
use, solar water heating, with a high first cost but low
VILJ\',1Aav."Ji.JlJ.Z:::: cost, becomes the choice.

Overview of Vermont Utility Fuel
Switching Programs

In the current context, Vermont utilities have
been relatively free to adopt a wide of fuel
switching program designs, individual utility

different perceptions of the magnitude of
market ba.rriers and varied as to the level of
intervention necessary to overcome these barriers. This,
and the of planned program evaluations, should
result in Vermont being an instructive testing ground for

The various program designs
chosen Vermont utilities faU into four generic models,
summarized briefly below.

Village of Stowe Water and light
Department and Village of ludlow Electric
light Department

These are both small municipal utilities serving towns
with major ski areas.

The Village of Stowe Water and Light Department
(Stowe) implemented Vermont's first utility fuel switching
program. In 1987, Stowe recognized that its escalating
capacity costs and poor load factor were being largely
driven by commercial lodging and vacation-home electric
space heat. It was then estimated that 18% of Stowe's
winter peak was due to ESH load. The utility developed a
n carrot and stick" strategy to encourage fuel switching
through a program combining strong price signals with
information and extensive technical assistance. Stowe
raised commercial demand charges and instituted a
mandatory residential demand rate for customers using
over 2000 kWh per month or 12 kW in two successive
winter months. The "carrot" part of the strategy is that
Stowe provides an extremely detailed technical and
financial analysis of a customer's efficiency and fuel
switching options, including detailed cost estimates and
cash flow analysis. For customers who choose to
ment recommendations, the utility win provide complete
arranging services, at no charge, including detailed
specifications, bid solicitation, installation supervision and
inspection. All these services are provided by the VEIC.

The Village of Ludlow Electric Department
(Ludlow) offers a variation on the Stowe modeL In
October 1990, Ludlow initiated a pilot program, offering
$600 for removal of ESH and $70 for removal of electric
hot water heaters to any customer on the utility's ESH
tariff (mandatory for any customer with over 1800 kWh
or 8 kW for two consecutive winter months) and to any
electric water heating customer.

Ludlow offered the program via direct mail to customers
on the ESH tariff. Each was provided with an estimate of
savings and the cash flow (using 12 % interest-rate
financing) they could expect based on a heating load
derived from analysis of their historical bills and the
estimated cost of a typical central hydronic system
($8,000 to $9,000). Those that show interest are sent a
sample contract and a list of contractors,. Before the work
is performed, the utility tallies the existing electric heating
equipment and later collects removed units for disposal.
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Burlington _1IF'fl""1IP'lIll"a_ Department

The goal of BED's "Heat Exchange" program is to
convert over half of BED's residential ESH
customers to other fuels. The program has a unique
emphasis on rental housing (reflecting the fact that 68 % of
BED's ESH customers are renters) where low-cost retro
fits of direct-vent space heaters is an option.

WEe offers the same incentives for fuel as for
any other major DSM retrofit, a perception that
the market barriers are similar.

Vermont Public 'lIilio..8"TI.~l'"'IIl.JlPIlIt1"I!l.f"ll.

Corporation (CVPS), Green Mountain
Power Corporation (GMP) and _1II1ll.1~__ R

(CUe)

ifferences

These three utilities are aU investor
owned utilities with serious reservations regarding the role
of electric utilities in fuel switching~ All developed similar
fuel-switching programs.. These utilities assert, that satura
tions of ESH and EWH are that current market
conditions do much to encourage customer fuel switching,
that alternate fuel suppliers can and win provide much of
the assistance and incentives required, and that the role of
electric utilities can be largely informational and '.)nl',11C""'~'

Each of these utilities win analyze the societal cost
effectiveness of fuel switching ESH and EWH as of
their comprehensive DSM retrofit programs .. Fuel switch-

win be to conserve and control and
recommended to customers when found to result in
net societal benefits. estimated cost and

and referral to sources will be nrC~VUjle.l1-

as weB as referrals to alternate fuel for further
assistance. Low-income customers may receive additional
assistance or if found to be necessary ~

Table 1 compares features of each of the program
designs described above~ Table 2 summarizes selected
characteristics of each estimates of
average ESH and EWH loads. lne variation in loads is

due to di fferences in customer characteristics
(BED serves a disproportionate number of ap,lftrneilts&
while Stowe and Ludlow serve many second
Table 3 the utilities'
re~!arldlnlQ' U..I,Afl..Il,,",'.U.JQ.t.\,;,u implementation of fuel switching by
customers.

An example based on a hypothetical, typical Vermont
home with ESH offers an interesting illustration of some
of the differences in the fuel-switching elements being
offered Vermont utilities. In each case, the same house
and options have been based on the varied fuel
switching analyses, policies, and screening assumptions

filed by each of these Vermont utilities.

Illustration of Program

in

(WEe)

The program begins with an audit that evaluates options
for fuel switching and, if cost-effective, presents the
building owner the estimated price, projected annual
savings and a financing scenario. BED-developed mini
mum weatherization standards must also be met to receive
program financial incentives.

tlUH01D1! owners may receive a rebate when
arrange for fuel switching on their own or in a

more than the least-cost recom-
mended by BED. The rebate amount is equal to the

that BED would have made under the loan
mechanism for its recommended least-cost

Building owners may choose either a loan or a rebate for
cost-effective fuel switching. The loans are made available
through a local bank. Customers pay a fixed amount equal
to 60 % of the savings estimate from the audit for a
maximum of five years with BED paying any remaining
balance.. When the loan mechanism is used, BED acts as
the owner's Uagent" to arrange for installation of
the conversion"

The Electric LO~DDe~ratlve

the most approach
Vermont Fuel IS '&""'l!,.lr~"",=I,..

the retrofit service delivered to aU
Results are at the tinle of the site a
field version of the tool on a notebook
COlrDllute,r. If a fuel measure is determined to be
the least cost under the societal test, WEe win

down f1 the cost of the conversion to a 2e5-year
mem.ber Members pay a fixed annual amount

to 50 % of their estinlated savings through
mcu1tlhlv on their electric bill for up to five years,

cash flow to the member..
COa,na~vmi~nt reqlulf'ement is waived for members with

incomes less than 200 % of guidelines" WEe
fun services at no cost to the partici-

detailed specifications, bid
installation C'lU"~jQo~HIC"If'1n and In~;pectl~Dn.
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next two years of $670 for the oil system, or $600 for
either the kerosene or propane systems. The choice would
be left to the customer.

If the home were served by BED, using BED's avoided
costs and screening assumptions, the central oil system
would not be found cost-effective. The kerosene and
propane systems would both screen as cost-effective, and
BED would offer incentives based on either. The net first
year customer savings would be estimated to be $653 for
the kerosene system and $516 for the propane option. The
customer would be asked to pay 60 % of this amount for
five years, a total of $1,960 for the kerosene system or
$1550 for the propane system. BED would pay the
balance, plus the cost of arranging services. the
customer preferred the oil system, BED's rebate would be
limited to the $1,419 that BED would have paid toward
the kerosene system, leaving the customer to make the
additional $5,731 investment.

If the same home were served by WEe, the oil system
would be recommended as the best choice because it
produces the greatest net benefits (over $10,800) under
the WEe screening assumptions. First-year savings would
be estimated at $1,472, so the Co-op member would pay
half of this ($736) each year for five years, or $61.33 per
month on their electric bill. The total customer
co-payment would be $3,680, with WEe picking up the
balance of $3,970.

Consider a detached, raised ranch home built in the late
19708, with an assumed annual ESH usage of
10,000 EWH of 3,400 kWh, and no availability of
natural gase In the various programs, three of the
most system conversions evaluated would
be:

@ (seasonal 87 %) sealed-combustion,
kerosene-fired space heaters with no

conversion of domestic water heating, with an
estimated installed cost of UJlJ.,vv'v.

@ a heating system with a central1ow-mass oil-
fired boiler and indirect heating of domestic hot water
as a zone off the with an estimated installed
cost of 150e

@ two h1.f2~h-lettlcu~nc:y (~;ea~;onai 80 sealed-combustion
I!A~."'V&..:f, again, without conversion

with estimated installed

If this home were in Stowe, the oil system would show
the best investment performance over the long term, as
weB as in the societal net benefits, and
would be recommendede The cost to the utility for
~n~llv~ll~ and arranging services would be about $700. No
further contribution to the installation would be made by
the

If the home were in Ludlow, the utility would allow the
customer to take a credit on their electric bills over the

If fuel switching measures for this house were screened
by CVPS, the oil system wouldn't pass. The kerosene and

8"84 - Hamilton et a/"



propane systems would screen and would be recommended
to the customer. Interested customers would be referred to
a list of kerosene and propane fuel and equipment dealers..
CVPS would also provide information on any other
sources or programs for financing, and offer to provide
technical assistance to the customer related to installation,
including specifications, contract review and inspection.

If the home were served by CUC, the kerosene system
would screen as producing the greatest net benefits
(approximately $5,900), followed by the propane system
and then the oil system (net benefits about $4,600 and
$3,900 respectively). Accordingly, the systems would be
recommended. in that order and customers would be pro
vided with infonnation and referrals to fuel and/or
equipment dealers who provide each of these types of
systems..

Lastly, if this home were served by their response
would be similar to that of CVPS and CUC, except that
GMP would find that the oil system had the greatest net
benefits (approximately $2,500) and recommend it as the
best choice. Like CVPS and CUC, the customer could
take the information from the utility and choose whatever
system they wish (or choose instead to pursue any cost
effective conserve and control with any associated
incentives, that the might offer).

Early Experience of Programs

Ii-tv·niOl1l"lIIQ?'IIIl"'l.::lo with these programs is still limited. Some are
not in the field, and no formal evaluations have yet
been conducted. Some program tracking results
and of program managers already show
Int~~re:stn1l2 differences among the programs.

achieved much of its
the had ..",....,........,....v~1Ml"'lntcr.I"

335 customers on the residential demand rate, largely
associated with electric space heat. March of 1992,
this number had to a 42 % reduction. To

of the 207 total residential electric space heat units
where fuel has been analyzed, approximately 90

have switched to alternate fuels.

The manager estimates that winter load
requln~mt~nts have been reduced by 1.0 to 1.5 MW (7.2 %
to 10.9% of peak load) because of fuel switching. He
attributes the success of the program to (1) the com
bination g. carrot and stick" approach, (2) the introduction
of the prograln local community business leaders,
and the quality of the audit analysis and

In addition, the offer of complete arranging and installa
tion management services has been important, particularly
for second homes with out-of-state owners where this was
a significant convenience..

The utility's cost to date for the program has been
approximately $222 per fuel-switched customer.. Most
conversions have been to central hydronic systems, using
either oil or propane boilers, with integrated indirect
heating of domestic hot water. Fun data on conversion
costs win be determined as part of a survey of program
participants, but appear to be in the range of $5,000 to
$9,000.

Preliminary analysis of residential pre- and post-fuel
switching billing data suggests average savings of
9,304 kWh and 6 kW coincident demand per customer"

In the first year of the program (1991-1992), approxi
mately 30 customers received rebates and switched to
alternate fuels for space heating. In addition, the program
appears to have resulted in a significant number of offree
drivers," as indicated by another 30 electric space heat
customers who switched fuels as a result of the program
but received no incentive because they were not on the

tariff due to their use of demand limiters.

Preliminary analysis of pre- and post-fuel SWJ,tChlDSZ

data suggests average savings of 8,580 kWh from fuel
switching.

The 1992 Ludlow winter peak was approximately 10%
less than its aU-time peak in 1990. A significant portion of
this would appear to be attributable to fuel switching, but
consideration of other factors, such as weather, must
await program evaluation..

In the first year of operation (1991), BED's "Heat
Exchange" program audited 28 % of the approximately
2200 units in the city with electric space heat. As of
February 1992, 188 units had already converted and most
of the remaining 434 were moving toward conversion.

Conversions completed to date have split almost equally
between space heaters (49%) and central systems %),
with most of the central systems going into single
detached homes. percent of the space heat
conversions have occurred in single-detached homes, 54 %
in apartments and 6 % in condominiums.



Almost aU the conversions have been to natural gas
(87 %), which is unique to Burlington as it is the only
service territory in Vermont with significant availability of
natural gass

BED's program has required weatherization in 27 % of the
units where fuel switching has been implemented, at an

average customer cost of $142 for the direct cost of
measures and a societal cost of $168 per including
the costs of program delivery.

Tables 4 and 5 present the costs and estimated savings for
fuel switching projects completed through this program
through February, 1992.5
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As indicated in this paper, fuel programs must
continue to be debated and in the context of the
larger public policy discussions about energy strategy and
environmental There are real and histori-
cal differences, as wen as which win
shape the discussion. While most decisions regarding fuel
switching to date have been made within the confmes of
regulated least-cost these decisions have

broader and in the future should
necessarily incorporate broader and societal
concerns..
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Endnotes

Over the coming year, Vermont utility programs can be
expected to generate a sizable body of experience as to the
applicability, costs and impacts of fuel in a
wide variety of applications.. This information will prove

useful in updating both program
assumptions and used in
cost-effectiveness sc!'eerunl!Z ..

Conclusion

Early program experience has already indicated that
certain residential fuel-switching program strategies can
achieve cumulative fuel-switching participation rates of
over 40 %, with significant reductions to utility winter
peak loads.. Other strategies, with a wide range of incen
tives and anticipated participation rates ranging from 7 %
to over 60% have yet to be tested.

Over the coming several years, Vermont electric utilities'
varied approaches to fuel switching as a demand-side
measure can be expected. to be a continuing and valuable
source of early feedback for other utilities and regulatory
jurisdictions on this controversial aspect of least-cost
resource acquisition ..

2. VT P .. S .. B.. Order in Docket 5270-CV-l, 3/19/91.

toIIO\lVU1Jl a

4/16/90..

".II.'"Al .....AIJ'"~A'" information from BED's program
are estimated from
KW are

a factor from BED load

Assessment of Home
, Vermont

1. VT P.S.B. Order in Docket

4e Two utilities ao()ptt:~ environmental adders of 9 % for
space heat fuel 15 % for water heater fuel

17 % for A1r"rI11l1"'1l0':1l1r""

DPS of emission control costs .. CVPS OP1PO~;eo

use of any adders for fuel not for other
Board orders on this area of are

5.

There are a number of open issues which win be the
of considerable attention as Vermont's QV1li""Q'lIl"1l~,l:ln~

with fuel The determination of the
apl)rOpnate risk adders and for environmental
externalities for fuel are to be the
subject of exhaustive scrutiny in the year. The
level of incentives and/or assistance which the
investor-owned. utilities win have to to overcome
market barriers to cost-effective fuel will be

examined as their programs become nnIP'f"SJIi"1nng!

The of gas utilities to electric fuel
swltcJrnnlQ' programs needs further definition and Vll'l..J'VV~:J"A..:8

for levels of weatherization
. into programs where customers are switched to oon-

fuels needs to be further
_O-8"1r1!""l'lln1l"'~'l' in the context of Vermont's commit-
ment to utilization of renewable energy resources, efforts
need to be made to look more at the for
1'1t"lr"ll1l'''''ll'''A111.a..r1 tecnnIOIC~12:Y and lower costs to make renewables
a more cost-effective fuel and fuel choice
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